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Week-old zebrafish execute many complex, visually guided actions using a brain that displays the canonical vertebrate organization, but is less than a cubic millimeter in size. Recent studies have made considerable progress towards understanding the underlying neural circuit basis of these innate responses, at two
fundamental levels. Large-scale population recordings have revealed how functional properties and activity dynamics are organized within and across brain regions. Meanwhile, single neurons have been specifically labeled to systematically characterize cell types with distinct morphologies and projection patterns.
Combining these approaches, in order to investigate the role of individual, identified neurons in generating
neural activity dynamics and behavior, has traditionally been possible only for simple invertebrate systems,
but is now becoming feasible in a vertebrate model.
Introduction
What are the dynamics of activity in neural populations that
underlie behavior? How are individual neurons assembled into
networks that generate these dynamics? These are core questions in neuroscience, but have proven very difficult to address,
even for relatively simple nervous systems. Answering the first
requires recording from many neurons simultaneously during
natural behavior, and the second needs, in addition, knowledge
of the characteristics and connectivity patterns of individual
neurons. Recordings made in whole animals have usually used
techniques that sample from a very small fraction of neurons,
with limited information about cell identity or morphology. Use
of imaging methods to record population activity, together with
the development of genetic tools to probe structure and function
of defined cell types, provides a means to overcome these
hurdles, especially when applied in small, genetically tractable
model systems.
In this review, I discuss recent work that uses one such
model, the zebrafish larva, to investigate the structure and function of neural networks underlying some simple, innate behaviors, focusing particularly on visually guided responses and
eye movements. The highlighted results have been chosen to
be representative of current approaches, rather than to be a
comprehensive overview.
The Zebrafish Model
The zebrafish (Danio rerio) is a cyprinid fish found throughout
much of Southern Asia, including India, Bangladesh and Nepal
[1], that lives in shallow, slow moving or still water, such as small
streams and rice fields. Zebrafish can adapt to a wide variety of
water conditions [1], and are easy to raise and breed in captivity.
Because their embryos are transparent and develop rapidly, they
have been used for developmental studies since the 1930s [2].
When George Streisinger, a phage biologist at the University of
Oregon, became interested in neural circuit development and
function, he reasoned that these problems could be tackled
by applying genetic approaches in this simple vertebrate [3,4].

Thanks to his pioneering work, boosted later by large-scale genetic screening efforts, zebrafish are now widely adopted as a
genetic model system in neuroscience.
Zebrafish larvae hatch at just 3 days old, and within the first
week of life already display a broad set of robust, innate behaviors. Importantly, the brain of a week-old zebrafish conforms to
the standard vertebrate blueprint, from broad anatomical regions even down to specific circuits and cell classes [5,6], making it possible to explore the function of conserved pathways and
circuit motifs. Nevertheless, at this early stage, it still contains
only on the order of 100,000 neurons, about one millionth of a
human brain, and it is less than half a millimeter thick, with no
skull. Potentially, therefore, all regions are accessible for imaging, particularly in pigmentation-deficient mutant strains such
as nacre [7]. Generation of stable transgenic lines has become
simple and efficient, especially following the development of
transposase-mediated integration [8], while binary expression
systems, such as GAL4-UAS, have been harnessed to generate
an extensive toolbox of driver and reporter lines for investigating
neural circuits [9].
The behaviors studied in young larvae are largely innate,
reflexive responses that are stereotyped across individuals
(some examples are shown in Figure 1). Vision is critical to their
survival at this early stage, allowing them to feed, navigate and
avoid predators. Visually guided behaviors begin to appear at
just three days old, not long after retinal ganglion cell axons
reach their central targets [10]. Larva seek out lighter areas,
showing phototaxis based on both spatial and temporal cues
[11,12], and also adjust their swimming behavior based on variations in ambient light levels, on time-scales that range from
fractions of a second to minutes [13,14]. Whole-field motion patterns, which are an indicator to the fish that it is moving relative to
fixed landmarks, elicit robust optokinetic eye movements and
optomotor swimming behaviors that act to reduce retinal image
motion, and stabilize the fishe’s perceived position [10,15]. Fish
also respond to local motion cues, approaching small, prey-like
stimuli while avoiding large ones [16,17]. Critically, most of these
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Figure 1. Examples of simple behaviors in
larval zebrafish.
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behaviors can be reproduced in restrained preparations in which
the head is held fixed to enable cellular resolution imaging.
While each of these responses is adapted to the needs of the
larva’s particular environment, similar behaviors exist throughout
vertebrates, and have been shown to depend on related brain
structures, cell types and circuits. For example, orientation to
prey depends on sensory motor maps in the optic tectum, a
homolog of the mammalian superior colliculus, while whole-field
motion signals originating in direction-selective ganglion cells
are processed in a set of specialized nuclei, with similarities to
the accessory optic system [18]. Similarly, several groups have
investigated learned fear responses and processing of aversive
stimuli in the habenula [19–21], a conserved structure implicated
in the regulation of neuromodulatory systems [22,23].
Whole-Brain Functional Maps
While the behaviors of the larva may seem simple, they often
depend on networks of neurons spanning many brain areas
(Figure 2A). In most cases, precisely which neurons are involved
and what role they play still remain to be determined. Calcium
imaging provides a way to systematically probe the functional
properties of thousands of neurons in a single experiment. In
model systems whose brains are sufficiently small, and using
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(A) Optomotor response (OMR). Zebrafish swim
to follow translational whole-field motion, which
serves to stabilize their position in moving water.
This behavior can be divided into orienting turns,
which serve to bring pattern motion into a tail to
head direction (right), and forward swims when
the fish is oriented in the direction of motion (left).
(B) Optokinetic response (OKR). Rotational motion
induces conjugate horizontal eye movements.
For continuously rotating stimuli, the fish alternates between slow tracking movements and fast
reset saccades (eye movement traces, bottom
right). Sinusoidal rotation can isolate only the
slow component, allowing eye movements to
be consistent across trials (top right). (C) Prey
tracking behavior. Larvae orient towards small,
motile prey with ‘j-bend’ turning movements that
use the caudal part of the tail. Detection of prey is
signaled by convergence of the eyes (inset), which
generates a region of binocular overlap immediately in front of the fish. (D) In the dark, larvae make
regular spontaneous horizontal saccades of the
eyes, after which the eyes slowly decay back to
their central position. Illustrations courtesy of Gil
Costa.

sensitive genetically encoded calcium indicators, it is even possible to sample single neurons throughout the entire brain of
R
an individual [24–26]. Thus, approaches
that, in other species, have conventionally
relied on electrophysiological recordings
can now be scaled up by several orders
of magnitude, providing a more unbiased
sampling of activity and information about
the fine spatial organization of responses.
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To generate whole-brain activity maps
from a behaving animal, Portugues et al.
[26] imaged calcium responses systematically at micrometer intervals through the brains of fish during the optokinetic response
(Figure 1). They found that areas with optokinetic responserelated activity were scattered widely throughout the brain, with
signals identifiable in both cell bodies and neuropil structures
(Figure 2A). Correlation of neural activity with sensory features
of the visual stimulus, or simultaneously recorded movements
of the tail and eyes, revealed that signals correlated with particular sensorimotor variables were localized to very specific subregions. Further, registration of the imaging data from different fish
to a common reference frame revealed that, throughout many
areas, the patterns of activity were extremely consistent. Areas
that were active at a particular phase could be found within a
few microns, or less than one cell body diameter away, from similarly responding regions in another fish. These results suggested
a remarkable degree of functional stereotypy across fish, which is
a critical consideration that will ultimately determine the broader
utility of such mapping approaches. Similarly stereotyped patterns have now been observed in whole-brain activity across
several different behavioral contexts [27,28], indicating that there
is a precise and elaborate underlying functional architecture to
the larval brain, and that high-resolution maps can provide an
effective guide to experiments across different individuals.
L
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Figure 2. Comprehensive analysis of visual
circuits.
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(A) Z-projection of whole brain activity map during
optokinetic response in response to a sinusoidal
stimulus at 0.1 Hz, recorded using pan-neurally
expressed GCaMP5G. Image modified with
permission from Portugues et al. [26]. Automatically segmented regions of interest are color
coded according to modulation depth (indicated
by intensity) and phase relative to the stimulus
(indicated by color; dot indicates peak counterclockwise stimulus velocity and arrow indicates
progression of time). (B) Retinal ganglion cell projections labeled with membrane-targeted mCherry
using the atoh7:GAL4 driver, with the different
arborization fields (AFs) pseudocolored. Reproduced with permission from Robles et al. [37].
(C) Depth-coded two-photon stack of brainstem
reticulospinal neurons back-labeled by spinal
injection of dextran-conjugated Texas Red. AF,
arborization field; L, left; R, Right; C, caudal; R,
rostral; D, dorsal; V, ventral. Scale bars 50 microns.
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What is the nature of the circuit connectivity from which these
functional properties emerge? By themselves, brain-wide maps
of behavior-related activity do not speak directly to this, but
the flow and transformation of sensorimotor signals between
different cells can be used to generate reasonable hypotheses.
In an excellent example of using activity maps to constrain circuit
connectivity, Kubo et al. [18] investigated the processing of
whole-field motion stimuli in the early visual system. Visual areas
in the larval brain receive input only from the eye on the opposite
side, but distinguishing the rotational stimuli that drive the
optokinetic response from the translation stimuli that drive optomotor swimming (Figure 1A,B) requires integration of visual
information from both eyes. Given eight different binocular combinations of horizontal motion, there are 255 possible binary
response patterns, but only a small fraction of these were consistently observed in pretectal neurons. Each response type, which
was represented by 1–40 cells per animal, was not arranged
randomly, but instead showed a distinctive spatial distribution.
Based on these data, a simple connectivity scheme was

0
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AF7

proposed that minimizes the number of
simple Boolean operations that are
required to generate all the patterns.
Further experiments will be required to
demonstrate if the proposed connections
in fact exist; however, given that there are
relatively low numbers of each type of
neuron, and their spatial distribution is
now known, targeted experiments to
0
µm
test a constrained set of possibilities
become quite tractable.
Another approach is to infer functional connectivity by observing the statistical dependence of activity patterns
in different areas, without necessarily
requiring reference to any particular stimulus or behavior [29]. This type of analysis,
which is widely used in the analysis of
Current Biology
functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) data can now be applied at the
cellular level, because light-sheet imaging allows near-simultaneous recordings from neurons throughout the brain [25].
Several studies [25,30] have used this method to identify functionally defined networks that span multiple brain areas,
including bilaterally symmetric groups that show spontaneously
alternating activity patterns. The neurons in these networks are
not necessarily connected with each other, but they might, for
example, share a common input. To predict possible circuit
organization from these data will require the additional step of
applying models that aim to capture the influence of the
recorded neurons on each other, as well as the integration of
structural data [31] and their roles in behavior.
10

Morphological Constraints on Circuit Organization
A benefit of imaging is that population activity dynamics can be
integrated with information about the morphology, projection
fields and genetic type of neurons, providing access to the circuit mechanisms from which the behavior of these neural systems emerges. At the simplest level, the dendritic and axonal
Current Biology 26, R377–R385, May 9, 2016 R379
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projection fields place a very strong constraint on possible connectivity, while knowledge of neurotransmitter types can be
used to predict the nature of connections. In fact, establishing
anatomical links between selectively labeled groups of neurons
can be a rapid way to trace out circuits even across many synapses [32]. An anatomy-based approach was used to trace out a
simple circuit mediating the torsional vestibulo-ocular reflex, a
rotation of the eyes in response to changes in pitch of the head
[33]. Behavioral experiments following otolith removal suggested
the existence of a connection between utricular afferents and
contralateral extraocular motoneurons. Targeted single-cell
electroporation of neurons in the tangential nucleus identified
cells that could directly mediate such a connection, and photolabelling and ablation of these neurons subsequently confirmed
their role in the behavior.
In the small larval brain, even broadly defined populations,
such as the catecholaminergic system or olfactory projection
neurons, can be small enough that it is feasible to catalog their
morphological types and projection patterns almost completely
using sparse genetic labeling or multicolor ‘BrainBow’ imaging
[34,35]. Mapping of functional characteristics onto these ‘projectomes’ can then provide a detailed picture of the pathways by
which information is routed through brain circuits. Retinal ganglion cells relay all visual inputs to the brain, via projections to
the optic tectum and at least 9 other arborization fields [36]
(Figure 2B). By imaging hundreds of genetically labeled retinal
ganglion cells, Robles et al. [37] catalogued the morphological
types projecting to each arborization field as well as 12 tectal
sublaminae. Functional imaging studies have shown that many
of these anatomical classes convey distinct visual features
[38], with some appearing to channel information specific to
particular behavioral responses [39–41].
In a similar manner, all motor commands to the spinal cord
pass through the population of brainstem reticulospinal neurons
(Figure 2C). This stereotyped array contains many uniquely identifiable neurons, with distinct axonal and dendritic projections
[42,43]. Several studies have investigated the functional organization behind this anatomical diversity using a combination of
calcium imaging, electrophysiology and targeted laser ablations.
In ablation studies, a few reticulospinal neurons have been associated with specific, kinematically distinct swimming behaviors,
such as escape swims and routine turns [44–47], while others
appear to play more general roles in modulating different swimming behaviors [48–50]. At this point, the exact behavioral role
of most of these neurons is still not known, but a systematic
analysis will be helped by transgenic lines that label specific subgroups. For example, chx10-positive neurons have been implicated in control of rhythmic swimming, with distinct groups
that provide either tonic firing during swims or activity phaselocked to the swim cycle [51].
From Population Activity to Cellular Organization: the
Oculomotor Integrator
Recent studies focusing on brainstem control of eye movements
have made great progress towards bridging the gap between
population level dynamics and the cellular composition of circuits. Holding the eyes at an eccentric position requires persistent activity in motor neurons, and, since there is no direct
proprioceptive feedback, the brain needs to maintain a memory
R380 Current Biology 26, R377–R385, May 9, 2016

of the current eye position (for a recent review see [52]). This can
be achieved by integrating eye velocity commands over time
(Figure 1D). The question of how neural circuits perform this integration has relevance beyond the perspective of oculomotor
control, because similar processes may well form the basis of
complex phenomena such as working memory and perceptual
decision-making. Neuronal populations that carry eye velocity
and position signals have been found in the brainstem of animals
from fish to primates, with similarities suggesting that the circuit mechanisms are quite well conserved despite substantial
quantitative differences in oculomotor behavior across species
[52,53].
Several biologically plausible neural network models have
been proposed that could implement such an integration process (for example [54]), and specific predictions from some of
these models have been tested in fish using lesions and optogenetic perturbations [55,56]. There remains, however, a need for
richer data on the cellular composition and connectivity of the
actual circuits to place realistic constraints on proposed architectures. This is an area where studies in zebrafish that combine
optical and genetic approaches with systems level analysis
have recently made important strides, taking advantage of the
ease of experimental access to hindbrain circuits compared
with mammalian systems.
Zebrafish larvae make spontaneous scanning saccades in the
dark, with the eyes slowly drifting back towards the central position in between (Figure 1D). Regression-based analysis identified
velocity- and position-sensitive neurons in the brainstem of larval
zebrafish during this behavior [57]. Focusing on the position
cells, two studies have identified some unexpected features of
the population dynamics [58,59]. If each neuron’s activity were
simply determined by eye position, independent of behavioral
context or firing history, then any particular eye position would
be associated with one unique set of firing rates within the
population, consistent with line-attractor models. Following a
saccade, however, eye position neurons show activity that decays at a variety of different rates [57]. Interestingly, the cells
were not distributed randomly, but nearby pairs of cells were
highly correlated, and the degree of firing persistence followed
a pronounced spatial gradient in the population, suggesting
that this variability reflects the underlying organization of circuit
connectivity. Furthermore, the circuit dynamics depended on
behavioral context; the rostro-caudal gradient of persistence
observed after a saccade was reversed if the eyes were brought
to the same position by smooth optokinetic tracking [58]. Eye position is therefore unambiguously represented only in the pattern
of activity across the population, and the activity of individual
neurons is perhaps best understood, not in terms of a single motor variable, but the role they play in a network whose dynamic
properties generate the desired behavior in different contexts.
Daie et al. [58] propose a realistic network model that can explain
their results, in which spatial variation in input weights from
optokinetic or saccadic inputs is responsible for generating the
gradient of properties.
While several models of the oculomotor integrator have
suggested patterns of connectivity that could account for the
observed neural dynamics, it has rarely been possible to demonstrate whether these connections actually exist. To fully understand the nature of synaptic connections within a circuit, the
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gold standard is to record simultaneously from pairs of neurons,
but, even for a simple circuit, the number of possible pairwise
combinations makes a systematic approach to this unfeasible.
However, anatomical considerations can place strong constraints on the possible connections.
In the hindbrain, the problem is simplified considerably by the
organization of neurons into stripes, defined by expression of
particular transcription factors, which share morphological characteristics and neurotransmitter phenotypes [60]. Each stripe
can be subdivided even further, since they develop in a ventral
to dorsal gradient, with neurons subserving different types of
swimming behavior born at distinct times [60]. Therefore, defined
cell types involved in particular behaviors can be precisely targeted using a combination of genetic tools and cell positions.
Armed with this knowledge, for example, Koyama et al. [61]
were able to use selective paired recordings to identify the sets
of brainstem neurons that synapse onto the Mauthner cell, a
giant neuron that mediates fast escape behaviors, mapping
out a local microcircuit that controls this crucial behavior and
laying the groundwork for further investigations of the role of
particular circuit motifs (e.g. [62]).
Building on the studies above, Lee et al. [59] set out to identify
the genetic identity of the neurons that form the neural integrator
and investigate their possible connectivity and physiological
properties by imaging activity in lines that label specific hindbrain transcription factor domains. They identified the stripes
that contain integrator neurons, and found that the morphology
of many neurons within these stripes was consistent with the
proposed connectivity of the integrator circuit, with crossed
inhibitory connections and local recurrent excitation. Interestingly, they also found a set of contralaterally projecting glutamatergic neurons that may provide a substrate for disconjugate
eye movements. This work opens up the possibility of a cellular
dissection of integrator function, and detailed testing of computational models, by identifying genetic handles onto distinct
cellular components of the circuit.
Cell Types, Neural Assemblies and Population Codes:
the Optic Tectum
Analysis of single neurons, even scaled up to the whole brain, is
not necessarily the appropriate way to characterize complex
networks. In some cases, ensembles of neurons, whose properties may not be captured in the tuning properties of individual
constituent cells, may be the relevant functional units [63].
Several recent studies have identified examples of populationlevel coding in the optic tectum, in different behavioral contexts.
Combined with progress on identifying genetic markers for
morphological subtypes of tectal neurons, this is a promising
area to pursue an understanding of how complex networks
mediate behavioral decisions.
The optic tectum, the homolog of the mammalian superior colliculus, is required for both prey capture and collision avoidance
[17,40,64], consistent with a conserved role across vertebrates
for this area in orientation to stimuli [65–67]. Size is an important
factor in determining whether a stimulus is classified as prey or
as a potential threat. Larger objects are avoided, while smaller
ones elicit approach [16,17]. Initiation of hunting behavior depends on a non-linear combination of features including speed
and luminance contrast as well as size [68]. Many studies have

used calcium imaging to investigate the tuning of tectal neurons
in the larva to behaviorally relevant visual stimulus parameters
[17,68–74], and employed cluster analysis to show that tectal
neurons fall into distinct functional classes. Intriguingly, Bianco
et al. [68] found one group of cells that was selective for a
nonlinear combination of features similar to those that elicit
hunting behavior. However, evidence also pointed towards a
key role for population activity in this process. Bianco et al. [68]
observed that eye convergence, which signals prey detection
(Figure 1C), was frequently accompanied by simultaneous activation of large sets of neurons (Figure 3A) [68]. These assemblies
were often packed together, and so probably encompassed a
broad spectrum of tuning properties, but, notably, they were
not especially likely to include the non-linear prey-detecting
neurons.
Activation of topographically compact assemblies was also
observed by Romano et al. [73], during spontaneous activity
in the dark (Figure 3B). These appeared to represent preferred
states of the network, with mutually competitive dynamics.
Spontaneous assemblies overlapped significantly with those
evoked by visual stimuli, and, moreover, their size and location
in the visual field matched the behavioral preferences of the larva
during hunting behavior. Romano et al. [73] proposed that optic
tectum circuitry has intrinsic dynamics that bias it towards
detection of particular stimuli and facilitate target selection.
Interestingly, very similar phenomena have been observed in
other areas of the fish brain [75] as well as in mammalian visual
cortex [76], suggesting that this may be a general principle of
dynamics in sensory circuits.
Specific driver lines will be an important tool to label different
cell types and determine their roles in the tectal circuit [70,77].
Orientation towards small objects was recently shown to depend
on one genetically defined population of periventricular interneurons [17]. This transgenic line, like most in the zebrafish, labels a
functionally diverse set of neurons, although a substantial subset
shows a preference for smaller stimuli. While the vast majority of
cells in the larval tectum are periventricular neurons, the somas
of which are located in the deepest layer of the tectum, it is a
population of superficial interneurons, located at the surface of
the tectal neuropil, that has been most systematically studied
(Figure 3A). Although few in number, superficial interneurons
consist of several morphological and functional types, with
different preferences for large and small stimuli, and they have
been consistently implicated in the circuit computation of stimulus size [41,69,74].
As well as categorizing stimuli, the tectum needs to control the
timing of motor output. Escape responses to looming visual
stimuli occur at a fixed delay after the stimulus reaches a critical
visual angle, similar to looming responses in locusts and other
species [40,41,78,79]. Retinal inputs to the optic tectum can
distinguish looming stimuli from whole-field dimming, but do
not, by themselves, explain response timing [40,41]. Dunn
et al. [41] found instead that a component of tectal population
activity, reflecting the pooled responses of a particular subset
of periventricular neurons, can encode the critical angle. This
population shows activity that peaks during stimulus approach,
and a non-linear combination of activity in single components
of retinal ganglion cell and superficial interneuron population
activity is sufficient to account for this activity profile. This
Current Biology 26, R377–R385, May 9, 2016 R381
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Figure 3. The larval zebrafish optic tectum.
(A) Left. Schematic of a horizontal section through
the larval optic tectum showing the dense packing
of periventricular neuron (PVN) cell bodies in the
stratum periventriculare (SPV), and the sparse
distribution of other cell types, including superficial
interneurons (SINs) in the neuropil. Example PVN
and SIN morphologies are shown in blue and
red. Right. Schematic of topographically compact
assemblies as observed in Bianco et al. [68] and
Romano et al. [73], shown in yellow and green. (B)
Examples of compact, spontaneously active assemblies observed by Romano et al. [73] (reproduced with permission).
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tectal population activity is strikingly reminiscent of the behavior
of a single neuron that triggers collision avoidance in the
locust, the lobula giant movement detector, and looming sensitive neurons in other systems (for example [80,81]). While the
proposed connectivity remains to be tested, the experiments
provide a convincing demonstration of how behaviorally relevant
parameters could be generated and represented at the population level.
Outlook
Ultimately the power of the zebrafish model is in the potential
to combine all of the levels of analysis described here, from cellular
connectivity to population dynamics and behavior, to build a thorough understanding of how brain circuits generate robust and
complex behaviors. Such multi-scale approaches are possible
now, but there are still areas that would benefit from technical
improvements. Many zebrafish transgenic lines currently have
quite broad expression, but large-scale development and characterization of new lines, the use of intersectional labeling strategies, and new frameworks for integration of anatomical data
across different labs and experiments [28,82,83] should eventually enable specific targeting of individual cell types, as exemplified by recent work in Drosophila (e.g. [84]).
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For the most part, the analyses
described here have used data acquired
at relatively slow rates compared with
the time-scale of the larva’s motor
behavior, which can consist of several
bouts of swimming executed in one second. While calcium imaging is a powerful
method for measuring responses across
large numbers of neurons, it does have
significant limitations when it comes to
measuring neural dynamics. The most
sensitive genetically encoded calcium indicators are quite slow, with decay times
of hundreds of milliseconds, while analysis of activity on millisecond timescales
may be vital to understand circuit dynamics or infer connectivity. Temporal
deconvolution methods that aim to
estimate the spiking activity of neurons
underlying the calcium signal can be an
Current Biology
effective way to improve temporal resolution [85–87]. Still, calcium imaging also
provides only an indirect measure of neural activity that is not
equally effective for all cell types, and cannot reliably track
sub-threshold changes in membrane voltage.
Genetically encoded voltage sensors are a promising alternative, with the latest generation enabling detection of single action potentials in vivo [88], while indicators of neurotransmitter
release provide insights into synaptic transmission and can be
fast enough to detect alpha band (8–12 Hz) spontaneous activity
in cortex [89,90]. However, improvements in sensor speed to the
millisecond range will need to be accompanied by advances in
imaging methods. In addition to faster sensors, approaches to
volume imaging that avoid the need to physically move the
objective or the fish can dramatically increase the temporal resolution of whole-brain imaging methods [91–95].
Development of new behavioral paradigms will be necessary
to expand the range of questions that can be addressed in the
zebrafish model. For example, many recent studies have begun
to reveal the complexity of the fishes’ social behaviors (for
example [96,97]), which begin to emerge in only the first two to
three weeks of life [98], while it is still possible to image noninvasively in the brain. To understand behavior in a more naturalistic context, it will also be important to apply imaging and
spatially targeted optogenetic approaches in freely swimming
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fish. This has been achieved in the nematode Caenorhabditis
elegans, for example, using real-time tracking and closed-loop
stage control [99–101], but the very much faster movements
of zebrafish larvae present a challenge for the application of
similar methods. Short sequences can nevertheless be recorded
quite simply by waiting for a fish to enter the field of view [102],
and non-imaging approaches using bioluminescence are suitable for long-term recordings from genetically targetable populations [103]).
Finally, as the technical possibilities rapidly expand, there is
a need for quantitative models of behavior that will provide a
framework to interpret neural data [104], and new analysis
methods and computational tools to tackle very large-scale neural dynamics [105]. In the coming years, the challenge will be to
combine all of these approaches, to generate an integrated understanding of how behavior is generated in a vertebrate brain.
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